
 

Important Notice – Please Read 
July 17, 2012 

Thank you for ordering your new Dillon EDXtreme and/or Dillon handheld Communicator. 

An end of life (EOL) shortage on a key component of your EDXtreme has occurred.  The EOL 
component, the Radio Printed Circuit Board (PCB), will be permanently replaced later this year as part 
of a larger redesign of the EDXtreme.  The redesign will add new features and exciting benefits to the 
already popular EDXtreme line.   

Until the full EDXtreme redesign is complete and a long term solution to the EOL Radio PCB is 
finalized, Dillon will provide an interim solution to the EOL radio PCB shortage.   

The solution we have is not reverse compatible with old radio pcbs and software.  This means from 
July 2012 all Dillon EDXtremes and Communicators will ship with a NEW RADIO PCB installed 
containing NEW SOFTWARE which supports the new radio pcb.  

What does this mean ?:  If you  received a new Dillon EDX or Communicator prior to July 2012, an 
update will need to be done to an existing EDX or Communicator so that communication can occur.  
This new radio PCB is not reverse compatible to the old radio PCB’s.  The means all radio PCB’s and 
software revision inside both the EDXtreme and Communicators must have the same versions. 

If you received a new system (EDX/s and handheld Communicator) shipped directly from Dillon 
manufacturing plant manufactured after July 1st, 2012 they will already be upgraded with the new radio 
PCB and software)   

Serial Number Cut over: 
EDXtreme =July 2012 Manufacture Date 
Communicator = DCOM003036 

How will I know which version I have? Dillon has placed 3 identifiers on the product to tell the 
difference between the old and new radio pcb’s units. 

Identifier # 1.)  Startup splash screen with the new radio pcb’s installed and new software.   

 

 

 

 

 
The NEW units (both EDX and Communicator) with the new radio pcb and software will power up with the black 
box with white Dillon then switch to white box with black Dillon 

<Over> 

 



Identifier # 2.)  Refer to the “ABOUT” screen in the Setup Menu to give you the software version.  
Refer to the user’s manual to step through to find this information.  (Section 4.1.3 in the user’s manual.) 
Latest version of software is 1.10.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Identifier # 3.)  Dillon installs a label on the rear of the Dillon communicator and Dillon EDXtreme’s. 
If there is a star on the rear label of the unit, then the unit has the new Radio pcb installed and new 
software installed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Upgrades: 

If you require an upgrade, please call your local Dillon distributor or call the Dillon factory and they will 
direct you on the upgrade process. 

Dillon Toll Free = 1-800-368-2031 

Radio Upgrade Kit = AWT15-501414 (for reference only, also requires software installation) 

 

Wayne Wille 
Product Manager 
Dillon Force Measurement 
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